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Axial Flow Impeller Applications Philadelphia Mixing
Philadelphia Mixing Solutions is a leading manufacturer of axial flow impellers for different industries and
applications. Our products include: LOW SOLIDITY AXIAL FLOW HYDROFOIL (LSV) : The LSV axial
flow impeller features a simple and hydrodynamically efficient design that s engineered to deliver a high
pumping capacity with minimal energy
http://nightmare.againstmalaria.com/Axial-Flow-Impeller-Applications-Philadelphia-Mixing--.pdf
What is the Difference Between Axial and Radial Flow
Radial and Axial Flow Impellers. When you want to fix your mixing vessel or tank with an impeller, it is
important you choose the right type for the application. Two major categories of mixing blades include axial and
radial impellers. Axial impellers. Axial impellers are best for mixing applications that require stratification or
solid suspension.
http://nightmare.againstmalaria.com/What-is-the-Difference-Between-Axial-and-Radial-Flow--.pdf
JP2012072758A Centrifugal blower Google Patents
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a centrifugal blower including a scroll casing for vehicle air
conditioning having low noise effect.SOLUTION: This centrifugal blower includes a spiral shaped scroll
chamber surrounded by a spiral shaped casing, where a bottom surface part of the scroll chamber gradually
expands downward in the axial direction with expansion of the spiral and where flow area
http://nightmare.againstmalaria.com/JP2012072758A-Centrifugal-blower-Google-Patents.pdf
CCompressorsNotes pdf 3 a b Figure 6 24 Typical
View Notes - CCompressorsNotes.pdf from ASE 4413 at Mississippi State University. 3 (a) (b) Figure 6.24
Typical ceritrifugal flow compressor impellers. (a) Single-entry im peller. (b)
http://nightmare.againstmalaria.com/CCompressorsNotes-pdf-3-a-b-Figure-6-24-Typical--.pdf
WO2015047947A1 Self cooled engine Google Patents
Self-cooled engine including a cylinder and cylinder head with a turbo-piston which freely reciprocates inside
the cylinder. The cylinder head has a valve that achieves circumferential suction of air-fuel mixture into the
cylinder. The valve mechanism is closed and opened by cylindrical cam by means of cam shaft. Circumferential
suction of air-fuel mixture enables the cylinder to cool itself
http://nightmare.againstmalaria.com/WO2015047947A1-Self-cooled-engine-Google-Patents.pdf
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